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1103] The central tract of the hypoglossus nerve (Uber die zentrale Hypo-
glossusbahn).-Professor G. MINGAZZINI. Jour. f. Psychol. u. Neur.,
1923, xxix, 273.

PROFESSOR MINGAZZINI has made a valuable contribution to a somewhat
vexed subject, based on numerous experiments in apes, with careful anato-
mical investigation. The paper is extremely long and detailed, and is not
summarized in any convenient way by the author. It contains much informa-
tion of interest to the anatomist and neurologist. Only some of his findings
can here be alluded to.

The author divides the hypoglossal nucleus into distal, middle, and
proximal segments, with dorsal, dorsolateral, and ventral cell-groups in each.
After extirpation of the twelfth nerve in the ape, the cells of the distal segment
of the nucleus all disappear, those of the middle segment to a less complete
extent, and those of the proximal segment still less. The pyramidal fibres
going to the nucleus arc connected chiefly with the dorsal group of the middle
segment of the same side and the ventral group of the distal and the lateral
group of the middle and proximal segments of the opposite side-classed
together as 'Complex A.' This is, further, the chief source of origin of the
root fibres of the nerve. Cell ' Complex B,' on the other hand, largely made up
of the remainder, is connected to a less extent with the roots of the nerve, has
other central relations, and is associated with sensory collaterals from bulbar
nuclei. Its chief central connection is with the homolateral corticobulbar
path, and some of its fibres probably join the vagus group.

AMingazzini's researches render doubtful the separate existence of a nucleus
of Roller, at least in the macaque, and the same is true of the nucleus of Duval.
The cells and fibres of the nucleus intercalatus of Staderini are apparently
reduced after extirpation of the hypoglossal, and seem to be affected pari
passu with rarefaction of the plexus perinuclearis of the twelfth nucleus.

The experiments do not throw much light on the questioni of the origini
of the ansa hypoglossi; if anything, they do not support the hypothesis of
the unique cervical origin of that nerve. The twelfth nucleus certainly
extends into the uppermost cervical segments.

No experimcntal support for the view that the orbicularis oris is inner-
vated via the hypoglossal nucleus or nierve has been obtained.

The plexus endonuclearis of thc twelfth nucleus is made up of the den-
drites of the nuclear cells of the same side and the tcrminals of the pyramidal
hypoglossal fibres from the opposite side, while the plexus perinuclearis is
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composed of the dendrites of the same cells and of those of the nucleus inter-
calatus.

Axones arise from a group in the twelfth nucleus which leave the hypo-
glossal to join the vagus and the recurrens and innervate the abductors of the
vocal cords.

Mingazzini has been unable to determine the exact path of the pyramidal
fibres via the mesial fourth of the crus and the most dorsal division of the
pontine group of the same, to the particular group of the hypoglossal nucleus
of the opposite side.

The whole paper deserves discriminating study by the anatomist.
S. A. K. W.

[104] The nature of the vibration sense (Uber die Natur des Vibrations-
sinns).-KATZ. Milntch. med. JWoch., 1923, lxx, 706.

I>- this interesting article Professor Katz disculsses the means by which we
become cognizant ofvibratory stimuli, and he also recalls a number of pertinent
historical facts.

As long ago as 1846 Weber thought he saw, in our interpretation of stimuli
succeeding each other faster and faster, a transition from the sense of touch
to that of hearing; what was at first recognized by the finger as a series of
touches was finally, as its frequency increased, taken up by the ear as a musical
note.

In 1856 Hondin applied the knowledge of the recognition of vibration in
teaching deaf children to talk. According to his method the pupil places
his fingers on the larynx of a person speaking or singing, and thus he obtains
an example which he can appreciate and follow.

In 1869 v. Wittich published an account of experiments on the recogni-
tion of the vibration of a tuning fork. Before that he had produced the
sensation of vibration by means of rotating discs bearing regularly arranged
elevations; other experimenters had used monochords, reed pipes, toothed
wheels and weak alternating currents.

In 1892 Ewald made an observation which may be placed beside that
of the recognition of vibration by deaf children. It was that pigeons in
which the cochlea and labyrinth had been destroyed were still responsive to
sound stimuli.

When we come to consider the means by which we recognize vibration
there are many observations which point to the existence of a vibration sense
independent of the senses of pressure, touch or hearing. Vibration is best
felt on those parts of the body where the skin is more tightly stretched or
where bone lies close to the surface. That we are not dealing with intermit-
tent pressure or touch will be evident if the base of a fork be touched lightly
with the finger while the fork is at rest and again when it is vibrating; the
feeling of vibration comes as a new component of the total sensation; it is
not felt as a rapid periodic increase and decrease of stimulation in the way
that the flickering of a light is recognized by the eye. Again, it has been
found that if the interval between two pressure stimuli be less than *0255
(=-k-1) sec., they are not recognized as distinct, but fuse into one pressuire
sensation; but vibratory stimuli are recognized up to frequencies of over
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500 per second. Not onliy is the vibration recognlized, butt if two forks differ
in pitch by a tone or more, their vibrations cain be distillguished from each
other by the finger. This faculty of distinguishiing notes by the finger may
eveni be cultivated, and ill deaf childreni sometimes becomes very acute.

If we admit the existence of a separate vibration sense, many instances
of its employment can be givcen. Katz believes that we rely on it to a very
great extent whein we tell the inatuire of a suirface or material by moving a
finger over it. When we do so vibrations certainly occur, for in manv cases
a slight noise-ruistling or gratiiig in character-is produced. The suiperiority,
too, of the moving finger over the stationary one is knowni. Touch alone
canniot be sufficienit, for the diffcrences in eleVation oni finle materials arc much
too small to be appreciated by our touch organs. In fact, touich can often
be dispensed with; if a short stick be held between the fingers and rubbed on
various surfaces, these can be distinigo'ished and their natuire can usuially be
recognized.

The vibration sense frequently also supplemenits ouir heariig ; e.g.,
when we become aware of vehicles passing in front of our houses. Like
hearing, the vibration sense is responsive to stimuli tranismitted from a
distance. Probably the animal organism learned to recognize vibratory
stimuli long after it had knowin touich, and long before it knew souind.

To the objection that no central organ for the reception of vibratory
stimuli is known, Katz answers that it will be time enouigh to look for it when
we have found separate organs for the recognition and distinction of touch,
pressure and temperature. He mentions, incidentally, Frank's concluisionl,
that vibratory stimuli are conducted to the brain by special fibres lving in
the motor tracts.

J. P. M.

NEUROPATHOLOGY.

L1051 The cerebrospinal fluid in adult cases of tuberculous meningitis (Le
liquide cephalorachidien dans la meningite tuberculeuse de l'adulte).
-GEORGES BICKEL. Arch. Suisses de Neur. et de Psychiat., 1923,
xii, 269.

THIS important paper is a review of the examination of the cerebrospinal
fluid in eighty-two adolescent and adult cases of tuberculous meningitis.
One hundred and eighty-nine specimens of cerebrospinal fluid were carefully
examined, and the results are recorded in so concise a manner that it is almost
impossible to give a short summary of them.

The appearance of the fluid was clear in 132 specimens; there was a
haze in twenty-one, and a turbidity in eight. Turbidity often appeared in
later punctures when the earlier fluids had been clear. The pressure was
always raised but sometimes fell towards the later stages of the disease.
Xanthochromnia was present in twenty-two of the fluids, and was associated
with the presence of red blood corpuscles in two cases. Tubercle bacilli were
found in the majority of fluids (exact number not stated), and were combined
with other organisms in three cases. The cells varied from 0 to 1,400 per c.mm.,
with an average of 230. They were mainly lymphocytes in the great majority
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